Student Guide: Voices of the Old
Eighth

Created by the Center for Public Humanities at
Messiah College
This guide contains helpful information about the setting, characters, timeline, political
movements, and monument connected to the play that you can see performed by the
Sankofa African-American Theatre Company at Gamut Theatre in Harrisburg. 2020 is the
year to learn and celebrate the history of Harrisburg!
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TIP: If you see an unfamiliar word in italics anywhere
in this packet, return here!

Glossary of Terms (in order of appearance)
Orator - A public speaker.
Eminent Domain - A power of the government that allows the government to take private
property and repurpose it for public use. The government determines how much money to
give to the owner of the private property.
Abolitionist - An activist fighting for the abolition of slavery.
Suffrage - The right to vote.
Suffragist - An activist fighting for the right to vote. Although the term “suffragette” is
sometimes used in place of “suffragist,” “suffragette” initially emerged in British
newspapers as a way of demeaning and insulting the activist work that women were doing
for the vote. Women working for the vote strongly preferred the term “suffragist,” so this is
the term that we use.
Disenfranchisement - The taking away of the right to vote.
Enfranchisement - The giving of the right to vote.

An important note about language: Historic documents reflect the racism and sexism of
their times. In this guide, we have included quotes, newspaper articles, speeches, and other
documents that will help to immerse you in Harrisburg’s history. However, these texts
often refer to African-Americans and women in demeaning, prejudiced ways. Some terms
such as “colored,” mulatto,” and “negro,” are found offensive today, and though we no longer
use those words, they are important to part of understanding the complicated history of
race in the U.S.

ESSENTIAL QUESTION 1: WHAT WAS THE OLD EIGHTH WARD,
AND WHY DOES IT MATTER TODAY?
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Introducing Harrisburg’s Old Eighth Ward
The Old Eighth Ward was a thriving, diverse community in historic Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania. The neighborhood, designated as the eighth ward for the city’s
administrative purposes, was located between the city capitol complex (to the west) and the
Pennsylvania canal (to the east). The Pennsylvania railroad line, which ran from
Philadelphia to Pittsburgh, ran directly through the Old Eighth, including the train station
directly to the southeast of the ward. This location meant that the eighth ward was one of
the first areas of the city that travelers encountered. In addition, the Eighth Ward served
as a central business location and cultural hub. (See the map of historic Harrisburg below;
the area outlined in red is the Old Eighth.)
The Old Eighth served as home to activists, artists, writers, reformers, intellectuals,
businesspeople, religious leaders, and other historic figures. With a population that was, in
1910, 37% African-American and 63% white, with 20% of those individuals being European
immigrants, the Old Eighth Ward was the most diverse ward in the city of Harrisburg.

However, many individuals in other areas of Harrisburg identified the Old Eighth Ward as
a community marked by poverty and violence. In the 1900s, the Old Eighth Ward became
known in some newspapers as “The Bloody Eighth” - a reputation existing in direct conflict
with that of the Eighth Ward as a cultural hub. In 1911, lawmakers proposed to demolish
the Old Eighth Ward in order to create a park adjoining the State Capitol. From 1912 to
1917, the state took Eighth Ward properties by eminent domain.Although property owners
were compensated, most of these individuals actually lived outside of the Old Eighth. On
the other hand, 80% of the population living in the Eighth Ward rented property. These
individuals were displaced from their homes and in need of new, affordable housing within
a city that restricted where African-Americans could live and offered few low-cost housing
options. By 1918, the Old Eighth up to North Street had vanished, and plans were
underway for new construction of the capitol complex. In total, 541 buildings were
destroyed, displacing 1885 individuals from their homes, businesses, gathering spots, and
places of worship. (See below, in which a photo of the present-day capitol complex collides
with a photo of the same area, where children played baseball in the Old Eighth.)
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Voices of the Old Eighth: Rhythms of Resilience seeks to honor the spirit of perseverance
demonstrated by many individuals who fought for their rights and contributed positively to
the community of the Old Eighth, Dauphin County, and beyond. The play takes place in
2020. In this year, we celebrate the 150th anniversary of the 15thamendment and the 100th
anniversary of the 19th amendment. 2020 is also the year that our 24thcensus will be taken.

The play also celebrates the Commonwealth Monument Project in Harrisburg. As our
nation commemorates the anniversaries of the ratification of the 15th Amendment (1870),
which gave African-American men the vote, and the 19th Amendment (1920), which
extended the vote to women, a group of citizens, activists, organizations, and educational
institutions in the greater Harrisburg region have partnered together to celebrate,
remember, and reflect on these significant milestones as they occurred in the capital city of
Pennsylvania.
From 2019-2020, the Commonwealth Monument Project commemorates the passing of
these amendments by:
●
●
●

●

telling the stories of 100 historically significant women and men of Harrisburg:
https://digitalharrisburg.com/commonwealth/100names/
honoring the descendants of these individuals:
https://digitalharrisburg.com/descendants/
exploring the history of the Old Eighth Ward, the heart of Harrisburg’s AfricanAmerican, Jewish, and immigrant neighborhoods in the late 19th century, which
was wiped away in the early twentieth century to make way for the Capitol Park
hosting educational workshops, performances by living history characters, and
scholarly book talks
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The project will culminate in June 2020 with the dedication of a new monument on the
lawn of the Irvis Office Building in the capitol complex.

The monument will be anchored by life-sized bronze statues of four legendary orators
(shown in the above sketch of the future monument) who visited or resided in Harrisburg in
the late 1800s: William Howard Day, the educational reformer and civil rights pioneer;
Frances Harper, poet, abolitionist, and suffragette; Jacob T. Compton, sergeant in Company
D of the 24th United States Colored Infantry (USCT) and local musician; and T. Morris
Chester, Civil War correspondent and recruiter. These statues will surround a pedestal
(now on display in Strawberry Square) with molded images of houses, businesses, and
churches of the vanished Old Eighth Ward and an inscription recording 100 significant
local residents.
Learn more about the monument, the Old Eighth Ward, and historic Harrisburg at
www.digitalharrisburg.com If you think you may be a descendant of any of these 100
individuals, know someone who is, or are interested in helping to create biographies of the
100, please contact digitalharrisburg@messiah.edu.
Follow us on social media!
Instagram: @mcpublichumanities and @digitalharrisburg
Twitter: @mcpubhum and @digharrisburg
Facebook: @messiahcollegepublichumanities and @OldEighth
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ESSENTIAL QUESTION 2: WHO LIVED IN THE OLD EIGHTH WARD,
AND WHAT IS THEIR LEGACY?
Biographies of Historic Characters in the Eighth Ward
Anne E. Amos
Anne E. Amos was born in 1824. An active abolitionist, she was beaten and incarcerated for
her work in helping those who were enslaved, including opening her home as a stopping
point on the Underground Railroad. Amos helped to found Wesley AME Union Zion
Church, originally located in the Old Eighth Ward of Harrisburg. At Wesley Union, she
founded a school for African-American children. After the War of the Rebellion (the term
that Amos and many others used for what is often called the Civil War), Amos traveled
south to teach. In addition, Amos was a creator of a monument to people of color serving in
the war, which still stands to this day at Lincoln Cemetery in Penbrook. Later in life, Amos
labored as a suffragist in Harrisburg as a founder of the Daughters of Temperance of
Pennsylvania. Amos unfortunately did not live to see the legislative fruits of her work for
the women’s vote. At the time of her death, the year 1911, Amos lived in the Old Eighth
Ward at 423 North Street.
Jane Morris Chester
Jane Morris Chester was born enslaved in Baltimore, Maryland in 1801. Around 1828, she
escaped enslavement and made a treacherous journey north to Harrisburg, where she
married George Chester. George and Jane owned a successful restaurant where
abolitionists gathered. After George’s death in 1859, Jane, often called “Aunty” by
Harrisburgers, continued to operate the restaurant and own a premier catering business for
Harrisburg weddings and events, including events for two Pennsylvania governers. Using
funds from her business, Jane purchased a home in the Old Eighth Ward at 305 Chester
Street, where she hosted many events. The mother of twelve children, Jane’s son Thomas
Morris Chester became the first African-American war correspondent during the Civil War.
In 1894, Jane passed away at the age of 93.
Esther Popel Shaw
Esther Popel, a writer and Harlem Renaissance poet whose style has been dubbed lyrical,
religious, and political, was born in Harrisburg in 1896. In 1910, Popel lived in the Old
Eighth Ward, but by 1914, she had moved to Linden Street, just around the corner from
Gwendolyn Bennett, another future Harlem Renaissance Poet, who lived on nearby Balm
Street. Popel was a talented student and self-published her first book of poetry before
graduating from Harrisburg’s Central High School in 1915. After Central, Popel became the
first African-American female student to attend and graduate from Dickinson College in
Carlisle, PA. Because of her race, Dickinson did not permit Popel to live on campus; she
commuted daily to school, where she studied modern languages and received the top
academic prize. Seven years after graduating from Dickinson, Esther married chemist
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William Shaw, with whom she had one daughter, Esther Patricia. Over time, Popel Shaw
became involved in a literary salon called “The Saturday Nighters,” hosted by prominent
poet Georgia Douglas Johnson in Washington D.C. and including such renowned writers as
W.E.B. DuBois, Alain Locke, and Langston Hughes. Esther counted Hughes and Marita
Bonner, another female Harlem Renaissance poet, among her friends. She also worked as a
review editor for a number of African-American journals, including The Journal of Negro
History and The Journal of Negro Education. For most of her professional life, Esther
served as a teacher at junior high schools in both Baltimore and Washington, D.C. while
simultaneously serving as an activist for African-American education. In 1958, Esther
passed away from a stroke at the age of 62.
Hannah Braxton Jones

Adapted from a biography written by Hannah’s descendant, Charlotte Glover.
Hannah Braxton was born in Williamsburg, Virginia on May 12, 1852. After fourteen years,
she and her family moved to 134 Tanner’s Avenue in the Eighth Ward of Harrisburg. While
Hannah’s father, Joseph, was a successful carter, transporting brick, wood, and other
materials, Hannah’s mother passed away when Hannah was just 16. A year later, Hannah,
her father, and some other individuals founded the Eighth Ward’s Second Baptist Church.
Hannah served many different roles in the church over the years; she helped start the
church choir, became the organist, served as a deaconess, participated in the Women’s Day
programs, held fundraisers to pay off the church’s building mortgage, organized and served
as administrator of the church’s Sunday School, supported the pastor’s attendance at the
National Baptist Convention, and collaborated with other churches to host community
programs. Club Number One, one such organization, encouraged involvement in the local
churches and ultimately brought the famous Marian Anderson to Harrisburg to perform in
benefit of local churches. In 1872, Hannah married George Jones and had two children,
James and Mary Anne. When the church chose George to become its minister, Hannah
became First Lady of the church. Hannah loved music and taught the art to many people of
the community to support herself and her family. In the Eighth Ward, Hannah owned her
own home, which was unique for a woman of color at that time in Harrisburg. After the
destruction of the Eighth Ward, Hannah Jones relocated to Liberty Street, where she died
on May 1, 1928, at age 70.
John Quincy Adams
John Quincy Adams was born in 1845 in Winchester, Virginia, where he escaped
enslavement but had to leave behind his twin brother and his sister. Because of the slave
codes in the south, it was illegal to teach enslaved African Americans how to read or write.
Adams, however, knew that if white owners were scared of educating their “slaves,” it must
be a precious commodity. Once he found his way to freedom and settled into his home in
Harrisburg, he immediately taught himself how to read and write and published his own
journey from enslavement to freedom in 1872. A reverend at Wesley AME Zion Church,
Adams became a pillar of the Eighth Ward and larger Harrisburg community. He worked
tirelessly to make sure every person was recognized as citizens. Men, women, black, white,
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poor, rich, young, old – no matter where they were born or the color of their skin, Adams
wanted to be sure every human being had an opportunity to eat, to work, be educated and
offer their gifts to this world. He spoke for these rights in the legislature, taught about
them in Sunday School, and preached on them in his pulpit.
Although Adams and his wife never had any of their own biological children, their lives
were dedicated to caring for the most vulnerable members of their community. In 1908,
Adams purchased land in Linglestown, PA for an African-American masonic home for the
elderly and an orphanage. The orphanage and home opened in 1909, and its legacy
continued for years after Adams’ death. You can read Adams’ story in his own words on the
University of North Carolina’s “Documenting the American South” website.
Jacob T. Compton
Born in 1836, Jacob Compton served as a coachman for Simon Cameron and secret agent
coachman for Abraham Lincoln in a successful effort to prevent an assassination attempt
before Lincoln’s swearing in ceremony. His contributions to the Eighth Ward and to
Harrisburg were numerous; he was a prominent restaurant/oyster house owner, church
choir director at the A.M.E. and A.M.E. Zion churches, the leader of a prominent musical
group known as the Excelsior Band, and a sergeant during the Civil War. Compton passed
away in 1906.
Della Carter
Della was a teenager in the early 1900s in the Eighth Ward of Harrisburg living in a home
with ten other people, according to the 1910 census. We know little about Della, except that
she could read. A Messiah College student imagined what Della’s life might have been like
in the following poem:
It had been a week since I had to leave school.
Mama needed me in the house.
"You're old enough to start takin charge here" she'd said.

Old enough.
Old, well I was 15 years to be exact.
But enough, I don't know.

Perhaps enough to watch over my siblings, there were 6, to be exact.
Perhaps enough to cook dinner for the house, when Mama came home too tired from work.
Enough to do the laundry for my grandparents? Sure.
Enough to sweep the house? Why, yes.
But enough to be an actress, or a teacher, or maybe even a pilot, well, I don't know.
"Della, please get that boy to shut up!" Pa shouted.
My baby brother hadn’t stop crying, for a while now.
I would hug him, squeeze him tight,
Tilt his ear to my chest, hoping the rhythm of my heart would help him to forget.
I was trying.
But it wasn’t enough.
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ESSENTIAL QUESTION 3: WHAT ROLE DID AFRICAN AMERICANS
IN PENNSYLVANIA PLAY IN ADOPTION OF THE 15TH AMENDMENT?
The Fifteenth Amendment & Harrisburg
“The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the
United States or by any State on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.”
Passed by Congress February 26, 1869. Ratified February 3, 1870.
The fifteenth amendment to the U.S. Constitution was ratified in 1870. Before that year,
whether or not a person of color could vote or not was left up to individual states. In
Pennsylvania, our first two constitutions limited voting to all men, with no restriction to
race. Our state’s 1790 constitution declared “That all elections ought to be free,” so all
free men should have the right to vote.
As an increasing number of free African Americans made their home in Pennsylvania, and
as the state’s opinions on abolition became more conflicted, a loud group of white citizens
advocated that the state’s right to vote should be exclusively for white citizens. Their voices
were heard, and in 1838 Congress amended the constitution by inserting “white” before
“freeman of the age of twenty-one years.” The African-American community was rightfully
unhappy with this decision. There were many efforts to repeal the law. Most notably was
the “Appeal of Forty Thousand Citizens, Threatened with Disfranchisement, to the People
of Pennsylvania,” a brilliant document drafted by African-American abolitionist Robert
Purvis and his committee of other African-American abolitionists and activists.
January 31st, 1865, Congress finally adopted the 13th amendment, which abolished slavery
in every state and territory of the U.S. Only a few days later, the Annual Meeting of the
Pennsylvania State Equal Rights' League convened in Harrisburg’s Union Wesleyan
Church on Tanners Alley. Seventy-one African American men from across the state
gathered to draft a program which would guarantee rights to the 60,000 Pennsylvanian
African Americans who fought for the Union Army (far more than any other state).. At the
top on their agenda was the appeal to the state legislature to restore the vote to
Pennsylvania’s African-American men. Sergeant-Major A. M. Green eloquently addressed
the league:
If Pennsylvania asked colored men to enlist in the United States service, let us ask
Pennsylvania to grant us our rights. We have the common good in view and are willing
to fight for equal rights and privileges. . . We ask that when the colored man returns
from the field of battle, he will not be turned from your ballot box, your railroad cars,
your hotels and schools, thereby renewing in the bosom of his white fellow soldier who
has fought side by side with him, all the old prejudices which existed before the war. Let
us demand that our pensions and back pay may not be so generally neglected as is the
case west. Let our white fellow citizens remember that God will make fruitless all efforts
for peace until we acknowledge that truth embodied in the principle of the Law of the
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Prophets,--"thou shalt love the Lord with all thy heart and thy
neighbor as thyself," then shall we have a permanent and secure
peace.

In the years preceding and following the ratification of the
15th amendment, African-American men voted in spite of
attempts - too often successful - to take their lives.
It would take another five years - until February 3, 1870 - for
the United States government to pass the Fifteenth
Amendment, allowing African American men to vote. This
amendment marked the first time our federal government
intervened in the states’ rights to determine who is able to
participate in elections.

Pennsylvania African Americans across the state celebrated
their newly gained right to vote with picnics and grand parades. (See the artistic depiction
above.) Harrisburg was no exception. Our own John Q. Adams helped lead the grand
parade (see right)!

It would be another 50 years before our nation expanded this privilege to women.
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ESSENTIAL QUESTION 4: HOW DID AFRICAN-AMERICAN WOMEN
CONTRIBUTE TO REALIZING THE NINETEENTH AMENDMENT?
The Nineteenth Amendment & Harrisburg
Women’s Right to Vote. Passed by Congress June 4, 1919. Ratified August 18, 1920: “The
right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United
States or by any State on account of sex.”
"We are all bound up together . . ." -Frances Harper
In many ways, women’s involvement in the suffrage movement was inspired by their work
as abolitionists. As women became more and more comfortable adding their voices in the
fight to end slavery, they simultaneously grew emboldened to speak out against their
exclusion from voting. After emancipation, the fight for African-American men’s right to
vote strengthened. Many African-American women believed that pursuing the vote for
African American men was an important step toward winning the vote for women.
Meanwhile, many educated white women believed it was more strategic to pursue the vote
for white women than to pursue the vote for African-American men.
Sadly, after 1870, white women seldom involved African-American women in their
campaign for women’s right to vote. This did not deter African American women from
organizing on their own. These women understood the power of the collective voice of
women, and their efforts focused on gaining the support of African-American men. They
also knew that with their right to vote, they would have more power to shape a brighter
future for their families
Frances Harper, one of the four figures on the Commonwealth Monument, was one of
these women. A poet, speaker, and activist, Harper tirelessly fought for the abolition of
slavery. After emancipation, she turned her efforts to the right for both African-American
men and women to vote, but did not live long enough to see the fruits of these efforts.
Harper’s activism often brought her to Harrisburg, where she spoke to African American
churches and women’s organizations. Anne E. Amos, a leader at Wesley Union, was
remembered for her dedication to the enfranchisement of women. While both women lived
long lives, neither of them lived long enough to cast their own vote.
In the early twentieth century, Alice Dunbar-Nelson, also an African American poet,
speaker, and activist, continued the work of Harper, Amos, and many others. In 1915,
Nelson devoted herself to mobilizing women in Pennsylvania to join other states that had
given full or partial vote to women. Wesley Union served as the center for many of her
rallies. Appealing to African-American men to join the efforts for women’s
enfranchisement, Dunbar-Nelson ensured her audience that “When the rights of the race
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are an issue, the women will stand with the men on the matter and by doubling our vote
we will then be able to show to the oppressor that we are a factor that should not be
despised” (See Dunbar-Nelson’s 1915 scrapbook).

Unfortunately, the 1915 campaign for women’s suffrage in Pennsylvania was not
successful. While many western counties voted for women’s suffrage, most of eastern
Pennsylvania voted against it.
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On June 4, 1919 the U.S. Senate passed the 19th amendment,
twenty days later, Pennsylvania was the 7th state to ratify the
19th amendment. It would be another year before the
amendment received the vote of enough states to be added to
the Constitution.
The road to the19th amendments was long and difficult; many
African Americans in the Old Eight Ward dedicated their lives
to helping the U.S. live out her commitment to life, liberty and
justice for all. One hundred years later, the struggle to ensure
the right to vote for every citizen continues today. Can you
think of examples of where and how this is true? If you are
eighteen, will you claim your right to vote?

ESSENTIAL QUESTION 5: WHAT IS THE CENSUS, AND HOW HAS
IT IMPACTED DAUPHIN COUNTY?
The United States Census: A Brief History
The U.S. has counted its population every 10 years since 1790. This is mandated by our
Constitution. This year will be our 24th census. The results of this census will determine
how much federal funding comes into our community. The census will determine our
representation in local, state and federal governments. It will determine funding for
education, parks, and healthcare. And, 100 years from now, it will be a way that the next
generation knows we were here. In short, the census is one way that ensures we all have a
voice.
It is through census data that we have learned more about the people that once called the
Old Eighth Ward their home. Over the years, the categories and terms on the census have
changed. As you look through the census data of some of our characters, you will see that
the social categories for the census change. For instance, in 1870, 1880, and 1890, Anne E.
Amos is listed as “mulatto.” In 1900 and 1910 she is listed as “black.” It is worth noting
that, until 1960, the census taker determined the race of the people they counted.
You can learn more about these categorical shifts in a historical timeline from the U.S.
Census Bureau website (below).
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And Still I Rise: Poetry in the Old Eighth World
Now in 2020, a century after the Old Eighth Ward was demolished, Harrisburg looks quite
different. Just a block away is Sci-Tech High School. Earlier this fall, students at Sci-Tech
students learned about some of the resilient women of the Old Eighth Ward in a poetry
workshop. Responding to poems written by Gwendolyn Brooks, Alice Dunbar Nelson, and
Dr. Maya Angelou, Sci-Tech students were invited to write poems about their own lives.
Below are Brook’s and Dunbar-Nelson’s poems shared that morning, as well as a few of the
of poems students wrote in response.
I Sit and Sew
By Alice Moore Dunbar-Nelson
I sit and sew—a useless task it seems,
My hands grown tired, my head weighed down with dreams—
The panoply of war, the martial tred of men,
Grim-faced, stern-eyed, gazing beyond the ken
Of lesser souls, whose eyes have not seen Death,
Nor learned to hold their lives but as a breath—
But—I must sit and sew.
I sit and sew—my heart aches with desire—
That pageant terrible, that fiercely pouring fire
On wasted fields, and writhing grotesque things
Once men. My soul in pity flings
Appealing cries, yearning only to go
There in that holocaust of hell, those fields of woe—
But—I must sit and sew.
The little useless seam, the idle patch;
Why dream I here beneath my homely thatch,
When there they lie in sodden mud and rain,
Pitifully calling me, the quick ones and the slain?
You need me, Christ! It is no roseate dream
That beckons me—this pretty futile seam,
It stifles me—God, must I sit and sew?
To A Dark Girl
by Gwendolyn Bennett
I love you for your brownness,
And the rounded darkness of your breast,
I love you for the breaking sadness in your voice
And shadows where your wayward eyelids rest.
Something of old forgotten queens
Lurks in the lithe abandon of your walk
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And something of the shackled slave
Sobs in the rhythm of your talk.
Oh, little brown girl, born for sorrow's mate,
Keep all you have of queenliness,
Forgetting that you once were slave,
And let your full lips laugh at Fate!
SciTech Student Poetry:
“I Rise, Too”
By Shaniya Robinson
And Still I rise?
Yes, I do
My skin’s a gift
My hair defies gravity
While galaxies are etched in my skin
So does that upset you?
That my stride makes crowds turn?
My voice as loud as a trumpet,
The words that exit my lips
Act as bullets to those who
come to persecute me because
of my exterior.
Does my presence offend you?
The way I have the one great presence
Of a mountain but the heart
Of a servant.
Just as the mountain, I don’t
Succumb to the waters, it succumbs
to me. It moves out my way to
express my God given beauty
so you ask me through the
storm I still rise? Yes
Through the hurricane? Yes.
Just like the sky, the storm is below me and can’t hinder
my love for expressing my color after the storm,
so yes, I will rise.
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The Light inside of You
by Angellise Lopez
The light, the light that’s inside of you.
The light that gleams and shines with the power
And force of a billion stars.
Don’t you know that your existence is valuable?
There is reasoning for you being here?
This is for those of you who can’t find their
Own special light and reason to be alive.
If only you saw what was in my eyes
The special gleam in your heart.
Don’t’ listen to what people have to say
They don’t know a thing about you.
My brother always said, the words of other
will never define you.
I believe it, and I hope you do too.
Dear Women in History
by Zana Carter
Dear women in history I just heard about
Did you ever wonder why your
history wasn’t shared?
Maya Angelou, did you really rise above all the
Things you spoke on.
Dear Gwendolyn, did you write the poem
for brown girls to find self-love with your browness.
Ms. Alice, did you ever achieve any dreams
That weighed you down as you were sewing?
Dear Della, it seems you had a lot on your plate,
But what did you do
For you?
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Jane, you adore where you came
from –were you really happy or were all you
beautiful women just prisoners in history?

MY MOMMA NEVER TOLD ME
by Sunada Roberts
My momma never told me what it would be like live in this skin…
From generations past the turmoil that lies within.
How to love myself, that journey would be my very own.
One of Self-love & self-care, and earned respect, a new kingdom for that throne.
Spirit wings we all have; it’s the man-made shackles that make us forget we could always
fly. Why, Why do we wait until life’s end sometimes to see that…and then…and then we
die. It’s over no more redo for the break through. No more time for that heart to mend.
She never told me how much this world would try to break you by the words they want to
label you by.
You, the ANGRY BLACK woman…
ATTITUDE having…
LOUD, EXPLOSIVE type,
SPEAK HER MIND… woman label cause they can’t box you…into their space.
My momma did say, “baby girl, this life’s not gonna give you nothin you don’t do for
yourself.” I’m giving
you a dose of resilience and wisdom from the strife… of MY own life.
Poor was I on your grandpa’s farm and hard work is what I have known.
Build up your grit and resilience baby, and that will keep your strong.
Find your allies in this world for there your friends will be. Pick and choose them wisely as
time will tell…you will see.
Plot your course and steer your ship in the waters where your talents lie,
for in that with time and perseverance your destination will draw nigh.
My Momma Never Told Me
By Shaniya Robinson
My momma never told me how to take a break
from sacrificing myself from others
She never told me that the very garments
I was born with was going to be
hated by the world to the point
that the very crown I wear can stop me from
making a living
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She never told me that a world and their mindset
would be controlled by the inanimate object
that is the root to all evil
She never told me why being the “angry black girl”
was a bad thing even though we have every right to be one
She never told me that some people would only be kind to
you unless they want to get something out of you
But she told me that in any every circumstance
Shut it down with class and elegance
My momma told me that there are galaxies engraved in my skin
and stars etched in my bones
And that the love of God is stitched in my heart
She told me no one is like me
I am one of a kind, marinated
beautifully in flaws and imperfections
She taught me that even though I may be
bruised by words,
cut by life,
That yes, I’ll bleed out pain
but I would be stitched up with perseverance
My momma told me that my determination in anything I do
should be limited to the expectations of others.
Momma told me that though people
may leave you in the dust
That with a little help from the wind, I will rise above it all
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